
THE EFFECT OF TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELD ON 
THE LONGITUDINAL JOULE MAGNETOSTRICTION 

EFFECT IN NICKEL

By  OM PARKASH SHARMA

ABSTRACT. TIjc eflci'l of :i trnii.sver.s(; mai'nclii: fielil on the longiludiual Joule 
nmgnetohtridioii i-ffeet in nickel, prcdicfti.l by WilHauis (jijia), has been ob.scrvcd for low 
values of longiludijial inagnctic fleld.s. Williams’ (1(127) method td combining mechanical and 
optical maKinTicntion.s has been used, f înci llie magnification of the present apparatus 

is iu.suIIicient, no (juuntilative conclu.sion.s have been drawn. Accouling to a view 
of Williams, the effect is possible caused by ilie impo.sifirin of the transverse field on flic 
specimen, longitudinallv niagneli.sed. However, it has Iieen explained on Reeker’s ideas, 
a.s.suniing that the elfect of a traiisver.se field is e(juivalcnt to that of tension.
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T l’.e plicnonieiia ol iimgiietostricfioii I'.c. cliaiige.s in tliiuensions esi»ecially 
of fcrronmgnclic siihstances, when subjected to tlic attioii of magnetic fields, 
liave liceii knov,n since long, hi 191:1 K. WiHIaiius Hoc. ril.), on the'basis 
of liis so called IManctesiina! theory of magnetism, mentioned the possilile 
occnrreiice of an additional eliangc in length due to imposing a transverse 
magnetic field oa a longitudinally magnetised rod of a ferromaguetic material. 
'I'he author has not eonie across, in the existing literature, any attempt that 
may have been made to detect this effcel. Recently I have observed sucli an 
effect ofatransm -sc field on a longitudinally magnetised rod of nickel. Tlie 
effect of the transverse field conies out to be an increase in the ordinary 
inagnelostrictive contraction.

As the largest magnctostrictive changes are of the order of io~’’ cm per 
vuiit length of the material, it is necessary to sufficiently magnify them before 
they can be visually observed or suitably recorded. Out of the various methods 
employed, the combination of a medianical and an optical lever has been the 
most frequently used. In this work also such a combination witb a magnifica
tion of *1.67x10“ was used, but since the phenomenon observed under the 
present conditions involves exceedingly minute changes, the present study can 
only be said to be of a qualitative nature.

A P P A R A T U S

The apparatus used is shown in diagram. A  solenoid (4) wound with 
enamelled copper wire (S. W. O. 22) on a wooden bobbin, 17 cnis long, with 
an internal diameter of i inch and having 2400 turnes in all, rests on a suitable.
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very rigid brass frame work. This consists of lv\o brass plaUs, A and H, of 
which A is permanently fixed aton een d ofllicrod i.d .w liereasH iscap .d ile  
of sliding along the length of the rod and may he fixed at a desired position.
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There ax*e two strong and stout supports (3, 3) similarly lield on the rod (2). 
A  d o u b l e  walled copper cylinder (9), through whidi water can be circulated 
jSts syiiimetrically well inside the solenoid by Ihiee coj^pei jings (9̂ ?). Ihc 
nickel rod, (above 00% pure but the purity has not been tested) 9 cnis 
long and .40 cm diameter, has its two ends soldered exactly straight to two
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cxteusiuii brass rods each in diameter (shown in section diagram), and is 
axially and centrally placed inside the solenoid, (or the water jacket; care being 
taken to allows it complete longitudinal freedom of movement. I'hc symmetry 
of the rod inside the solenoid is achieved by the fact that not only the double 
walled copper vessel is symmetrically and tightly held inside the solenoid 'but 
also that two glass sleeves arc fixed as shown (ga) of just the internal diameter 
as to allow tlic free sliding of the extension brass rods without any sideways 
movement. The free end of one brass rod has a shari) steel needle soldered 
to it, the tip of the needle resting in a jewelled screw, wliilst the free end of 
llic Ollier l)rass rod, which is tajm̂ î'od to a point presses against a glass plate 
fixed ou the shorter arm of the mechanical lever (7) with an adjustable lever 
lalio. On the longer arm of tlie mechanical lever, and at about a distance 
20 cnis from the axis of rotation (6), is slid a small brass sleeve. The axle of 
tlie oi>ticLiI lever, having a diameter of i . 00 imn, is prepared from a thin steel 
needle. A small portion of the axle is filed Hat and a small mirror attached 
to it. I'lie oj>tical lever is then supported in jewelled bearings mounted in a 
brass yoke fA')-

One end of thin copper wire (vS. W. (T gS) is soldered to the brass sleeve (6). 
The wire is given one turn round the axle of the optical lever (kepi at the same 
level as the brass sleev̂ e) and is kept taut by a 10 gms weight soldered to its 
other end. 'l\vo teriiiiinals (not shown in the diagram) are fixed on the brass 
rods (which form the continuation of tlie nickel rod) for passing the current 
through the spccimeii. 'I'lic rod is elcctrJcally insulated from the other parts 
of the apparatus by annular glass sleeves. Two other brass rods ( 1 , 1 )  are used 
to ensure rigidity of the apj)aratus and a rod (cS) to avoid any yielding of the 
support of llie optical lever. Any changes occuriiig in the length of the 
specimen on magnetisation, are observed through the telescope on a vScalc placed 
at a distance of one metre Irom the optical lever.

P X 1» K R 1 ISl K N T A ly P R O  C 1̂: 1 ) V R K A N P R E S  U k T  S

Calibration of the solenoid: Let 2/) be the length of the solenoid (Fig- i), 
a its mean radius andTc its centre. Taking the axis of the solenoid as axis .of X ,

V

Calibration of the solenoid

F ig . 1



the magnetic field at any point P, where O P=.v, is given by the expression 
(Pidduck)

f _  2!rm|
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H = I  +  X

L  {a^+(/ + A)“} i  {â  + il

where 77=nimiber of turns per cm.

/“  current in amps.

H =  field in gauss,

The values of the field (Hnu/) at different points along Hie axis of the solcnoiil 
for i ~ i  amp,, as calculated from the aliove cxjiressiou are given in 'fable 1 ami

V a r ia t io n  o f H  w ith  d is ta n c e  fi\  ni Ih*. 

c e n tre  o f th e  so le n o id .

FlO. 2

graphically shown in Fig, 2. However, to deteniiiiie the actual values of the 
field, a small search coil, 2 cins long, wound on a glass rod, with enamelled 
copper wire (S. W. G. 38) with 263 turns, was placed along the axis of the 
solenoid, the search coil being at a particular position. A current of j amp"̂ * 
was passed through the solenoidal winding and the field obtained from the 
inductive throws of the moving coil ballistic galvanometer. The search coil 
was then shifted in steps of one cm and the field ( ) obtained at different
places along the axis of the solenoid (Tab. i) and graphically shown in Kig. 2. 
It is seen from Fig. 2, that the field is sufficiently uniform (within 2%) in the 
central region occupied by the rod. The experimental value (144 gauss per 
amp) is, however, lower than the theoretical value (i6g.6 gauss per amj).j.

* Actually observations were taken with three values of the current, naniely, .7, i.o, and 
1.4 amps.
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The specimen rod was denia^iietised in a separate solenoid by passing a 
suitable\aliu of y\.C\ 5'» c'.p.s, reducing it slovVly to zero and then carefully 
mounted in the solenoid. Known currents were passed through the solenoid 
and the corresponding :>cale deflex'tions were recorded. 'File changes in the 
length of llu' specimen due to teinperature variations being quite slow could 
be very v\ell difl’eunliated from those due to the magnetic field, which are 
instanlrme<»us. Still, to minimise any teinperature effects due to the heating 
of die solenoid, llie current llirough the soleiioidal winding was passed for 
short intervals. A sa  furthei precautionary measure, water was kept circulating 
through the double \\alle<l coi>per cylinder surrounding the specimen.

A set of readings for tlie Joulc' magnetoslrictive changes was recorded for 
lov\' values cd the longitudinal magnetising fields and, iminediatcly after each 
observation, a tiansverse maenetie field was establisliccl by passing an electric 
cuirc'iii (5 amps) throui-.h the specimen itself for a short interval, of the order 
of a second 01 so, the resulting .scale deflection being recorded (Table 11).

7'abuv II

Showing the effect of a transverse magnetic field on the longitudinal Joule 
niagnetostrictioii effect in nickcL

o
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With higher longiUidiiial fields, the transverse field being kept constant, 
the effect vanishes. Higher transverse fields were tried by increasing the 
value of the current through the specimen, but it was found that even during 
the fraction of a second, for which the current was passed, the heating of the 
specimen was efficient to shift the /,ero reading appreciably, and give vety 
discordant observations. However, the effect observed (i.c,, a greater com 
traction when an electric current is passed through the specimen) cannot be 
attributed to a tempeniture increase, because an increase in temperature should 
produce an elongation and not a contraction, which is actually observed.

Tt may be remarked that the efiecl, whetlici longitudinal or transverse will 
depend upon the specimen. 'Hiiis if wc have two specimens both of the same 
si/.e and cut from the same rod, the longitudinal and transverse efi’ects will be 
different. This is due to the different magnetic history and heat treatments of the 
specimen. That is why, as Heaps has shown, the observations of two indepen- 
dent observers, using different samples, cannot be compared with each other with 
any degree of exactness.

I )  I  s c  r  s s I ( )  N
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From the above observations it is evident that qualitatively si>caking, the 
effect of a transverse magnetic field is to double the Joule magnetostrictive 
contraction for low values of tlie longitudinal magnetising field but for liigher 
longitudinal fields, there is practically no change observed in the ordinary 
contraction. vSuch an effect may be explained on Bi^cker's theory of magneto, 
striction, Becker has shown that within the region of technical saturation, a 
nickel wire under the simultaneous action of a sufficiently great longitudinal 
tension F  and a longitudinal field II, would be magnetised w ith the magnetic 
vectors making an angle vff the average value with the axis of the wire, 
given by,

cos 0— -  -  / I I ii)

where F  is the technical saturation intensity of magnetisation and is the 
experimental value of the contraction i>er unit length when saturated. Î  and 
Ao.p, being constants for a j)articular specimen, equation (/) can be written as,

c o s O = \ . H  where/.-= J - .
P 3^0,B

and under such circumstances, the maguetostrictiou constants Ao,n for an un
stretched wire and Ar,s for a wire under tension arc related as

Ar,s. — 3 / ̂  Ao,̂ ‘ (//)
7--I576P 5̂
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i c. to say the inagnulostriction contraction in a stretched wire is 1.5  times that 
in an unsirctchccl wire-

The effect observed is in close conformity with the above ideas of Becker. 
When transverse field is applied, radial contraction of the specimen results, 
with a necessary resiiU of longitudinal extension (Heaps 1915). This longi
tudinal extension due to the transverse field being sufficiently small, docs not 
affect the original reading appreciably. However, to check tins point, the 
mentioned value of tlie current was passed through the s])ecirncn (longitudinal 
magnetic field being absent) and it was found that there was no change in the 
reading, which probably means that the longitudinal extension due to the 
passage of the current through the specimen (or the accompanying field) is not 
sufficient (Heaps) as to be detected by the present apparatus. It was found 
that the change in length dne to tejiiperature rise, being slow, appeared nearly 
after ;v> seconds. However the j^resent effect cannot be confused with the 
temi>erature effect, as the first one being instantaneous and the other being 
much slower the two can be very well differentiated, 'riius we suppose that 
the imposition of transverse field is equivalent to applying tension to the 
specimen. The reverse of this, i.c. that when tension is apifiied to a nickel 
rod, a transverse magnetism is developed, is clearly evident from equation (/), 
thus showing a reciprocity of magnetic and mechanical effects (Williams), 
(Mckeehan, 1926).

Considcrit'g the rod to be initially magnetised by a magnetic field along 
OX (h"ig. Tit the magnetic vectors along OX. If such a rod is stretched

the magnetic vectors make an angle 0 with ( )X given by eq. (/). Instead of 
stretching, if we ai>ply a traiivSverse field (HO along ()Y again the magnetic 
vectors will make an angle ^^taii” ' OY/OX and theixd’ore a tension should 
result. Under such conditions equation (//J will be applicable. The results 
obtained arc nearly ;,3Vo higher than the theoretical ones, however, the present 
accuracy does not allow any exact comparison.

'Hie above also explains the null effect in higher longitudinal fields, because 
as H is increasjd H' reinaiuing constant, the resulting tension is insufficient 
and hence there is no effect. However, with higher transverse fields, greater 
magnification and elimination of heat effects the exact quantitative nature of 
the phenomenon may be studied,
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